KMeans greedy search hybrid algorithm for biclustering gene expression data.
Microarray technology demands the development of algorithms capable of extracting novel and useful patterns like biclusters. A bicluster is a submatrix of the gene expression datamatrix such that the genes show highly correlated activities across all conditions in the submatrix. A measure called Mean Squared Residue (MSR) is used to evaluate the coherence of rows and columns within the submatrix. In this paper, the KMeans greedy search hybrid algorithm is developed for finding biclusters from the gene expression data. This algorithm has two steps. In the first step, high quality bicluster seeds are generated using KMeans clustering algorithm. In the second step, these seeds are enlarged by adding more genes and conditions using the greedy strategy. Here, the objective is to find the biclusters with maximum size and the MSR value lower than a given threshold. The biclusters obtained from this algorithm on both the bench mark datasets are of high quality. The statistical significance and biological relevance of the biclusters are verified using gene ontology database.